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Abstract 
Several international surveys show that language professionals are well acquainted with com-
puter-assisted translation (CAT) tools as well as with (integrated) terminology management 
systems. However, corpora can be valuable in the translation process as well. To complement 
the previous surveys, we conducted a survey among Belgian and Dutch translation profession-
als which assessed their use of CAT tools, terminology management systems and corpora.2 
We distinguished the translator profiles of in-house and freelance translators. On the basis of 
the literature review we hypothesized that corpora, CAT tools and translation management 
systems are used more frequently by in-house translators. But, whereas the latter two are 
indeed more popular among the in-house translators of our survey, corpora are much less 
frequently used by both translator profiles in surprisingly equal measure. Parallel corpora are 
used most by the respondents. However, the distinction between a translation memory (TM) 
and a corpus is not always clear to professional translators in our survey. In order to increase 
familiarity with corpora among translators we plead for a broad implementation of corpora 
into CAT tools. 
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1. Introduction
Survey research is a frequently used instrument to assess the use of corpora, CAT tools and ter-
minology management systems, both in Europe and worldwide (Cf. section 2. Survey research: 
an overview). Our small-scale survey conducted among Belgian and Dutch professional trans-
lators confirms previous surveys, indicating a low level of familiarity with corpora (Zaretskaya, 
Corpas Pastor, & Seghiri, 2015, p. 250; Zaretskaya, Corpas Pastor, & Seghiri, 2018, p. 47). This 
can be attributed to the lack of training for the use of corpus tools (e.g., WordSmith, AntConc, 
Sketch Engine) among future translators, the lack of ready-made specialized corpora (Wilkin-
son, 2010), the lack of awareness of the potential benefits of corpora “as a supplement to 
other resources and references” among future translators (Frankenberg-Garcia, 2015, p. 354), 
or the lack of translator-oriented corpus-tools (cf. Fantinuoli, 2016). The compilation and ex-
ploitation of corpora is also time consuming and corpora do not provide productivity gains 
immediately (Bowker, 2004, p. 240). This leads to the assumption that, in order to promote 
the use of corpora in the translators’ workflow, it may be useful to have “an easy-to-use pro-
gram for compiling and managing parallel and comparable corpora” (Zaretskaya et al., 2015, 
p. 253).3 In addition, translators do not necessarily need ‘clean’ and annotated corpora, con-
trary to linguists, who mainly want to draw scientific conclusions from the corpus data (Loock, 
2016, p. 18). The time investment for corpus compilation and exploitation for academic pur-
poses might be circumvented for professional translators’ use of corpora. In the future, the 
integration of corpora into CAT tools could address these drawbacks (Bernardini & Castagnoli, 
2008, p. 52). Integrating corpora in a CAT tool will also sensitize translation professionals to the 
potential benefits of corpora for translation. These may include the addition of non-translated 
original native language data to the traditional translated TM-segments translators usually rely 
upon.
Contrary to corpora, TM technology is integrated as a central feature in CAT tools and the TM 
function is widely used by professional translators. But TM technology also entails disadvan-
tages. Poor-quality TMs will negatively impact the global translation quality. Therefore, TM 
maintenance is of utmost importance. 
For the purposes of the current paper, we want to look into the adoption of corpora by profes-
sional translators, as well as the adoption of the (more established) CAT tools and terminology 
management systems and establish any potential influence of different translator profiles.
The article is structured as follows. We start with an overview in section 2 of previous surveys 
conducted on a European and a global scale to assess the use of corpora, CAT tools and termi-
nology management systems between 2004 and 2016. In reviewing the existing recent surveys, 
we paid special attention to the potential impact of translator profiles. This has prompted a 
hypothesis with a focus on in-house versus freelance translators and uptake of new technol-
ogies: we expected a higher frequency of corpus use among in-house translators compared 
to freelance translators among our respondents. As the proportions in the available surveys 
we review in section 2 are approximative indications for these profiles, we distinguished dis-
crete categories for the in-house and freelance translators in our small-scale survey, related 
to different aspects of the use corpora, CAT tools and terminology management systems as 
translation aids.

3 Depending on the scholar, a comparable corpus can either consist of (1) two single monolingual corpora, 
containing original texts (written in the language of the native speaker) in a particular language and translations 
in that language (Baker, 1995, p. 234) or (2) original texts in two or more languages (Johansson, 2007) or 
language varieties, cf. http://www.essex.ac.uk/linguistics/external/clmt/w3c/corpus_ling/content/corpora/ 
types/comparable.html) matching in genre, moment of publication, etc. (Johansson, 2007, p. 9).

https://www1.essex.ac.uk/linguistics/external/clmt/w3c/corpus_ling/content/corpora/types/comparable.html
https://www1.essex.ac.uk/linguistics/external/clmt/w3c/corpus_ling/content/corpora/types/comparable.html
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A second hypothesis concerns the type of corpus use. It may be expected that parallel corpo-
ra are far more popular among translators than other types of corpora. But comparative and 
monolingual corpora may impact translation quality positively as well. Therefore, we have also 
analyzed our survey data on reported corpus types. 
A third hypothesis concerns the availability of corpora dependent on the translated language 
pairs and corpus tradition in those languages. We hypothesized that translators working with 
English will consult different types of corpora (incl. monolingual) more frequently in their 
translation practice than other translators.   
The results of our survey data for Belgian and Dutch professional translators on the above 
hypotheses will be discussed in section 3. Section 3 starts with a comparison of some overlap-
ping survey questions in another recent Belgian survey, which is mainly market-oriented and 
which was conducted shortly after we launched our survey. In section 3.3 we add a compar-
ison of freelance and in-house translators’ work practice concerning corpora, CAT tools and 
terminology management systems on the basis of the discrete categories for these respondent 
profiles. In section 3.4 we provide more fine-grained analyses of respondent data for corpus 
use by language combination and types of corpora on the basis of our small-scale survey.
Finally, we look at current and future possibilities of integrating corpora into CAT tools in sec-
tion 4.

2. Survey research: an overview
2.1. Surveying the use of corpora
2.1.1. Introduction and rationale
We begin our overview of survey research into the use of electronic translation aids with the 
least obvious aid from professional translators’ perspective, but the type we wish to focus on 
with this paper, as we believe it may fill an opportunity for better translation product quali-
ty, viz., that of corpus use. We focus on information regarding respondent occupation from 
the surveys we will review, as we hypothesize that the use of corpora as a translation aid is 
better integrated in professional environments which offer more direct training and support, 
sometimes related to higher education and academic institutions active in the field. Thus, our 
hypothesis is that in-house translators will adopt corpus use more readily than freelance trans-
lators. For this reason, these two respondent profiles are also specifically selected in our dis-
cussion of the reviewed surveys. For the discussion of the survey we have conducted for this 
paper (section 3) we also focus on the in-house versus freelance respondent profiles based 
on this hypothesis. For a resource such as that of corpora, which initially served academic re-
search purposes, to be integrated in professional practice, it is advisable to integrate it in a CAT 
tool, which has become the basis of most professional translators’ toolkits now.
First, we review in section 2.1 three surveys conducted within Europe (cf. Table 1), starting 
with the oldest one (MeLLANGE, 2006: UK and other respondents), then comparing the data 
to more recent European surveys from Spain (Gallego-Hernández, 2015: 526 respondents) 
and Switzerland (Picton, Fontanet, Maradan, & Pulitano, 2015: 202 respondents). We continue 
with data from the global surveys by Blancafort & Gornostay (2010) and by Zaretskaya et al. 
(2015, 2018) (cf. Table 2).

2.1.2. Survey review 
A short survey in the framework of the MeLLANGE project (2006) researched, among other 
things, the use of conventional corpora in Europe. The largest group of respondents (567 or 
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56%) originated from the United Kingdom. In total, 1015 respondents completed the survey. 
Note that this survey was conducted among both student and professional translators, but the 
major part of the respondents (74%) were professionals (MeLLANGE, 2006, p. 4).
The survey established that overall 41.8% of all respondents used corpora when translating 
(MeLLANGE, 2006, p. 6). The professional translators’ use of corpora even amounted to 44.2% 
in this survey (MeLLANGE, 2006, p. 10). It must be noted that English corpora in particular are 
widely available (Frankenberg-Garcia, 2015, p. 356). As the largest group of respondents from 
this survey is UK-based, this may influence the corpus user rate. However, this cannot be firmly 
established, as the respondents’ answers were not subdivided by country. On the basis of this 
information, however, we will attempt to formulate an answer to the question of corpus use 
by professional translators and language pairs, by considering the results of our small-scale 
survey per language pair (section 3.4). On the basis of Frankenberg-Garcia’s statement we 
hypothesize that corpus use will be more common among translators working with English in 
their language pair.
The types of corpora which were overall most frequently used were monolingual corpora in 
the target language (25.9%) and in the source language (22.8%) (MeLLANGE, 2006, p. 6). The 
main reason why respondents did not use corpora was because they were fully unacquainted 
with the concept of corpora (41%). But a great majority (84%) was interested in being provided 
with tailor-made corpora and tools for extracting terms from domain-specific corpora (83.4%). 
Furthermore, 85.9% of the respondents was also very keen on learning more about the po-
tential of corpora (MeLLANGE, 2006, pp. 7-8), which showed that there was definitely a future 
interest for corpora among translators at that time already.
Other, more recent surveys conducted within Europe, for instance in Spain (Gallego-Hernán-
dez, 2015: 526 Spanish respondents) and Switzerland (Picton et al., 2015: 202 respondents), 
confirmed these findings, with respectively nearly 50% and even 70% of respondents who 
use corpora sometimes, often or very often. In Picton et al.’s survey, the high percentage 
of in-house translators might also be a factor which impacts the corpus user rate positively, 
as companies and institutions may have more means and organizational structures which 
allow them to acquire new insights and stay up to date with new tools and possible support 
systems than freelance translators. In the Spanish survey multilingual corpora were the most 
frequently used corpus type (Gallego-Hernández, 2015, p. 381). The frequent use of multi-
lingual corpora may be due to the relative unavailability of monolingual corpora for Spanish 
translators. The survey shows that 71% of the corpus users uses free online ready-made cor-
pora. In addition, 66% compiles their own corpora (Gallego-Hernández, 2015, p. 381). For this 
compilation task Spanish translators may more often search for parallel texts (source texts 
and their translations), thus explaining the frequent use of multilingual corpora instead of 
monolingual corpora.
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location respondents occupation respondents overall corpus 
use

MeLLANGE 
(2006)

Europe,  
mostly UK (56%)

students (26%), 
professional translators 
and interpreters (74%)

41.8%

Gallégo-Hernández 
(2015)

Spain in-house translators (14%), 
freelance translators (55%), 
project managers (3%), 
respondents with other 
sources of income (28%)

50%

Picton et al. (2015) Switzerland in-house translators (80%), 
freelance translators (18%), 
‘other’ (1%)

70%

Table 1. Corpus use in Europe by respondent occupation (2005-2015)

The inverse magnitudes in Table 1 of in-house translators and freelance translators in 
Gallégo-Hernández’ survey and in Picton et al.’s survey published in the same year (2015) com-
bined with the frequencies for overall corpus use appear to confirm the above suggestion that 
in-house translators may have better access to corpora as a translation aid: Gallégo-Hernán-
dez’ survey shows a 50% overall corpus use and includes only 14% in-house translators and 
55% freelance translators, whereas Picton et al.’s survey shows a considerably higher corpus 
use, based on a clear majority of 80% in-house translators and only 18% freelance translators.
Recent figures from a global survey by Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 2018) based on a clear majority 
of freelance translator respondents (91%) and only 6% in-house translator respondents also 
point to a very low adoption of corpora as a translation aid by freelance translators, thus con-
firming the above suggestion once more (cf. Table 2). Zaretskaya et al.’s study in 88 different 
countries worldwide queried the familiarity with translation technologies other than transla-
tion memories. It appeared that a very low rate of respondents used corpora (15%) and corpus 
tools (17%). Very few (freelance) translators use corpora and there are even fewer translators 
who compile their own corpora, because this task is simply too time-consuming (Zaretskaya et 
al., 2015, p. 253). This was also already established by Bowker (2004) in her research on pro-
fessional translators in Canada, when she stated that they often lack the time to set up corpora 
before they start their translation task (p. 240).

occupation respondents overall corpus use
Blancafort & Gornostay 
(2010)

in-house translators, freelance 
translators (30%), terminologists,  
language teachers and translator 
trainers, localization experts

50%

Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 
2018)

students (2%), in-house transla-
tors (6%), 
freelance translators (91 %)

15%

Table 2. Corpus use worldwide by respondent occupation 

In another fairly recent study with respondents worldwide, which surveyed respondents with 
more varied occupation profiles, including not only translators, but also terminologists, lan-
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guage teachers, translator trainers and localization experts (cf. Table 2) 50% indicated that 
they collect corpora, particularly parallel and comparable corpora (Blancafort & Gornostay, 
2010, p. 21), assumedly with the aim of using them as a translation resource. 
Although the studies which have been reviewed in this section do not allow fully watertight 
comparison of respondents’ profiles and corpus use, as they were not designed as replication 
studies with regard to respondent occupation, we see clear indications which point to higher 
adoption of corpora (not TM-based) by in-house translators than by freelance translators. As 
mentioned, in-house translators may benefit from the state-of-the-art and didactic environ-
ment offered by their companies. The same function is, of course, at the heart of higher educa-
tion translation training environments, where corpora have proven to be useful resources (cf. 
Bowker, 1998, 1999; Kübler, 2003; Kübler, Mestivier & Pecman, 2018). This could also explain 
the 50% corpus collection rate in Blancafort and Gornostay’s (2010) survey, as it includes lan-
guage teachers and translation trainers among the respondents. But it must be added that few 
details are provided about the percentages of the respondents’ occupations in their survey.

2.2. Surveying the use of CAT tools
2.2.1. Introduction and rationale
Following our overview of the use of corpora in translation practice in the recent past as a 
starting point for the integration of corpora in translators’ daily professional practice, let us 
now have a look at the adoption and evolution of the tool which would allow this integration 
most naturally, viz., the use of CAT tools among different translator profiles.
In our survey the notion ‘CAT tool(s)’ includes translation memories (TMs) as a widely used 
component (cf. also Vandeghinste et al., 2019, p. 3, on the core function of the TM for CAT 
tools). The following definition was provided for the respondents: “A CAT (computer-assisted 
translation) tool supports the translation process through software. Usually a CAT tool consists 
of several components, such as a translation memory (TM) and a terminology management 
system. A translation memory is a database which stores source segments and their translated 
target segments. Translation memories can be created from scratch in the CAT tool itself or 
translation memories can be imported in your CAT tool to retrieve segments immediately. Us-
ing translation memories makes the translation process faster and more efficient.”4  
The current section will review the following surveys on the aspect of CAT tool use: the survey 
by Picton et al. (2015) for Switzerland and the global surveys by Blancafort & Gornostay (2010) 
and Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 2018) which were also discussed with a focus on the use of corpo-
ra in section 2.1. In addition, the UK related surveys by Fulford & Granell-Zafra (2005) and Dil-
lon & Fraser (2006) will be reviewed, as well as the global surveys by Lagoudaki (2006), Gough 

4 Cf. also the following description, which summarizes the main functions of CAT tools well: “A CAT tool is a 
computer program that helps to translate text documents more efficiently through four main functions: [i] A 
CAT tool segments the text to be translated in segments (sentences) and presents the segments in a convenient 
way, to make translating easier and faster. [...]”, [ii] The translation of each segment is saved together with the 
source text. Source text and translation will always be treated and presented as a translation unit (TU) [...], [iii] 
The main function of a CAT tool is to save the translation units in a database, called translation memory (TM), 
so that they can be re-used for any other text, or even in the same text. Through special ‘fuzzy search’ features 
the search functions of CAT tools even find segments which do not match 100 %. This saves a lot of time and 
effort and helps to make a coherent and consistent translation, [iv] The fourth basic function of a CAT tool 
is the automatic look-up in terminology databases, and the automatic display and insertion of the search 
results. (formally adapted from http://www.metatexis.com/cat.htm). Cf. also Vandeghinste et al. (2019, p. 3) 
on improved fuzzy matching).

http://www.metatexis.com/cat.htm
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(2011), Allard (2012) and Van den Bergh et al. (2015). Apart from the focus on prevalence of 
general CAT tool use, attention will also again be devoted to respondent profiles (in-house 
versus freelance especially), and recent evolution of CAT tool adoption.

2.2.2. Survey review
In a survey by Fulford and Granell-Zafra (2005) reporting on the use of translation technologies 
among freelance translators (89% of respondents) and in-house translators (11% of respon-
dents) in the United Kingdom only 28% indicated that they used CAT tools, such as Trados, 
SDLX, Transit and Déjà Vu (p. 10). But another survey around the same time targeting the 
same freelance and in-house translation profession profiles in the United Kingdom (Dillon & 
Fraser, 2006) reported a total of 52% of TM users (p. 72). The respondent profiles for Dillon & 
Fraser’s survey (2006) included similar numbers of in-house translators and freelance transla-
tors as Fulford and Granell-Zafra’s (2005) survey, with respectively (11%) and (85%); some re-
spondents belonged to both the in-house and freelance category (4%) (p. 72) (cf. Table 3). We 
should note, however, that Fulford and Granell-Zafra’s lower CAT tool adoption results related 
to the freelance translators only (p. 8). Picton et al.’s more recent survey (2015), whose re-
spondents are mainly in-house translators, shows a higher percentage of CAT tool users (82%).

location respon-
dents

occupation respondents overall CAT 
tool use

Fulford & Granell-Zafra 
(2005)

UK in-house translators 
(11%)*, freelance trans-
lators (89%)

*Survey results relate to freelance 
translators only

28%

Dillon & Fraser (2006) UK in-house translators 
(11%), freelance trans-
lators (85%), both 
freelance and in-house 
translators (4%)

52%

Picton et al. (2015) Switzerland in-house translators 
(80%), freelance transla-
tors (18%), ‘other’ (1%)

82%

Table 3. CAT tool use in Europe by respondent occupation (2005-2015)

Apart from an evolution over time, the survey results on the adoption of CAT tools discussed 
above may reflect freelance translators’ hesitation to implement new technologies, such as 
CAT tools in the recent past, compared to in-house translators, whose adoption of new trans-
lation technologies might be connected to their agencies’ direct professional support. This 
reflects the suggested conclusion in the previous section (2.1) relating to the adoption of cor-
pora as a translation aid among freelance translators versus in-house translators with relevant 
figures from especially more recent findings (Gallégo-Hernández, 2015; Picton et al., 2015; 
Zaretskaya et al., 2015, 2018). The adoption of CAT tools by professional translators precedes a 
potential adoption of corpora as a possible translation aid; and a pattern based on translators’ 
profiles may shine through here.
Apart from an evolution towards increased CAT tool use (incl. TM) over the years other factors 
also play a role. Let us have a look at the global surveys on the use of CAT tools. Around the 
same time as Fulford & Granell-Zafra’s and Dillon and Fraser’s UK surveys Lagoudaki (2006) 
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established in her worldwide survey that 82.5% of the respondents used a TM system. The 
high rate of TM system users in this case is due to the fact that most respondents specialized 
in technical texts, which in most cases contain “a great amount of terminology, standard ex-
pressions […] and a high degree of internal repetition; therefore, the possibilities for content 
re-use are many” (Lagoudaki, 2006, p. 12). Blancafort and Gornostay’s (2010) study similarly 
shows high CAT tool (incl. TM) adoption (74%) for their mostly technical translation profiled 
respondents (p.6). The studies by Gough for global in-house and freelance translators (2011, 
p. 203) and Allard (2012, p. 399) showed increasing frequencies for CAT tool use, respectively 
over 80% and 90.8%. The latter high rate may be explained by the fact that CAT tool use was 
one of the conditions for participation in the survey, which focused on terminology manage-
ment, however. 
In the following years, global CAT tool utilization rates consistently reached at least 75% (Za-
retskaya et al., 2015, 2018; Van den Bergh et al., 2015). The respondents’ occupations in the 
different surveys do not greatly influence the CAT tool use rate at this later stage in the evolu-
tion of CAT tool use by professional translators, although we do see the highest adoption rate 
(90.8%) in the survey which lists the highest proportion of in-house translators in Table 4. 

occupation respondents overall CAT 
tool use

Lagoudaki (2006) freelance translators (73%); compa-
ny owners (8%); company employ-
ees (19%)

82.5%

Blancafort & Gornostay (2010) in-house translators, freelance 
translators (30%), terminologists,  
language teachers and translator 
trainers, localization experts

74%

Gough (2011) mostly freelance translators > 80%
Allard (2012) in-house translators (44%), free-

lance translators (56%)
90.8%

Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 2018) students (2%), in-house translators 
(6%), freelance translators (91%)

76%

Van den Bergh et al. (2015) in-house translators (24%), free-
lance translators (72%), terminol-
ogists (11%), interpreters (10%), 
project managers (7%), post-editors 
(7%)

> 75%

Table 4. CAT tool use worldwide by respondent occupation (2006-2015)

The most common, albeit vague, reason why respondents indicated they do not use a TM sys-
tem in Lagoudaki (2006) was unsuitability of TMs for their work. Other reasons were the high 
purchase cost, dissatisfactory TM trial experience and the lack of benefit. Surprisingly, also 
16% of the respondents at the time had not had the opportunity yet to learn how to use the 
TM tool which they possessed. However, on a promising note, 71% of the non-users intended 
to try out or buy a TM system (Lagoudaki, 2006, p. 14). The motivations to use a TM were first-
ly economizing time, and secondly terminological consistency and quality increase. According 
to the respondents of this study from 2006 (p. 18), TM systems also save costs and it is the 
best approach for exchanging glossaries, TM databases, etc. These tasks have not changed 
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much over the years, as confirmed by the survey by Zaretskaya et al. (2015), which also lists 
the following tasks executed with TMs in addition to translation: “consistency check, import of 
TM, terminology management, completeness check, analysis for invoicing, terminology quali-
ty assessment, terminology extraction, among others” (p. 251).
On the question how respondents had acquired CAT tool skills Van den Bergh et al. (2015) 
established that most global users were self-taught (p. 115). Only 29.45% of the respondents 
in Zaretskaya et al.’s (2015) survey had followed specialized courses on CAT tools (p. 249). But 
in the earlier survey by Lagoudaki (2006) almost half of the respondents stated that they had 
received training on TM technologies, in various forms, i.e., short courses or seminars, compa-
ny trainings, colleagues, etc. (p. 16). However, these differences in CAT tool training might be 
attributed once again to the difference in the different surveys’ respondent profiles: whereas 
Zaretskaya et al.’s (2015, 2018) survey includes only students, in-house and freelance trans-
lators, Lagoudaki (2006) surveyed translators, project managers, reviewers, subtitlers, termi-
nologists, interpreters, other translation professionals (DTP specialists, graphic designers, web 
authors, …). 
In conclusion – and excluding confounding factors (technical translation profiles in Lagoudaki, 
2006 and CAT tool use as a condition for survey participation in Allard, 2012) – there are clear 
indications on the basis of the data in Tables 3 and 4 discussed above that freelance translators 
have caught up on CAT tool adoption over the years, starting around 2005 to the more recent 
surveys in 2015.

2.3. Surveying the use of terminology management systems
2.3.1. Introduction and rationale
Before turning our attention to some additional aspects of the use of CAT tools, terminology 
management systems (TMS) and corpora on the basis of our survey in comparison with anoth-
er Belgian survey in section 3 we finalize our review of recent surveys with that part of trans-
lators’ work which was systematized earliest, albeit first using personally devised systems, viz., 
that of terminology management. 
In our survey terminology management is defined for the respondents as “the collection, stor-
age and retrieval of terms. Terminology management can be performed using standard tools 
such as Microsoft Word or Excel. Specific terminology management systems are also available, 
which can be used stand-alone or can be integrated in a CAT tool. An example of a terminology 
management system is SDL MultiTerm, which can be integrated in SDL Trados.” A termbase is 
defined in the survey as “A database containing terminology”.5 
In addition to the surveys reviewed above from Blancafort & Gornostay (2010), Allard (2012) 
and Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 2018), we also review earlier data from Zielinski & Ramirez (2005) 
and more recent data from Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin (2016) in the current section.

2.3.2. Survey review
Over the years survey research has shown that terminology management has always been 
part of the activities of language professionals worldwide (Allard, 2012; Blancafort & Gor-
nostay, 2010; Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin, 2016; Zaretskaya et al., 2015, 2018; Zielinski & 

5 Cf. also Bowker (2015, p. 310-311) on the evolution from personal terminology collections in word 
processors, spread sheets, etc. in the past to specially designed terminology management systems with term 
bases which allow integration with other tools such as translation memories (TMs) and term extractors. 
Cf. also Popiolek’s (2015, p. 347) description of the key components of terminology management infrastructure 
as a database which allows storage and editing, searching and retrieval of terminology, ideally in an automated 
manner, among other aspects.
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Ramirez, 2005), although some respondents in Allard’s study indicated “that other resources 
such as the World Wide Web, existing glossaries and dictionaries, or online corpora meet their 
terminological needs” (2012, p. 125).6 Some respondents lacked knowledge, thought it was 
not their responsibility, found it was too time-consuming or did not see the added value of 
terminology management (Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin, 2016, p. 13). Respondents involved in 
terminology management have mostly used TMSs which were integrated into their main CAT 
tool in the recent past (Allard, 2012, p. 125; Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin, 2016, p. 18). As with 
the market leading position of Trados Studio for translation memory systems (TMs) (cf. global 
surveys by Lagoudaki, 2006; Blancafort & Gornostay, 2010; Allard, 2012; Van den Bergh et al., 
2015) Trados MultiTerm – which can function as a stand-alone tool or can be integrated in 
SDL Trados – also ranks first as the most popular brand for terminology management systems. 
(Blancafort & Gornostay, 2010, p. 11; Steurs, De Wachter, & De Malsche, 2015, p. 228; Zielinski 
& Ramirez, 2005, p. 3).
But terminology is also still recorded in spreadsheets (e.g., Excel) and word processors (e.g., 
Word) (Allard, 2012, p. 126; Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin, 2016, p. 16). Not all respondents re-
corded terminology in their integrated terminology management system, as some found it too 
complex, had received too little training or the system was not suited to their needs (Allard, 
2012, p. 125-126). The sources used by respondents to collect terminology are glossaries, 
dictionaries and databases, as well as client resources according to Blancafort & Gornostay’s 
study (2010, p. 13).

occupation respondents overall TMS use
Zielinski & Ramirez (2005) freelance translators (65%), in-

house translators (28%), both free-
lance and in-house translators (5%)

91%

Blancafort & Gornostay (2010) in-house translators, freelance 
translators, terminologists,  
language teachers and translator 
trainers, localization experts

56%

Allard (2012) in-house translators (44%), free-
lance translators (56%)

86.4%

Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 2018) students (2%), in-house translators 
(6%), freelance translators (91 %)

58%

Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin 
(2016)

in-house translators (25%), free-
lance translators (73%), revisors/
editors (24%), terminologists (11%), 
interpreters (10%), post-editors 
(6%)

74%

Table 5. Terminology management systems worldwide by respondent occupation (2005-2016)

When we consider TMS use among freelance translators compared to in-house translators in 
the surveys referenced in Table 5, which provide frequencies for these user profiles, the earlier 
study by Zielinski & Ramirez (2005) shows a high adoption of TMS among a respondent popu-
lation with a majority of freelance translators (65%). One explanation which might be suggest-
ed is that some freelance translators may have been more dependent on TMS which were not 
integrated in a CAT tool at a time when the use of a CAT tool with a translation memory was 
still not pervasive among most translators prior to 2005. The survey Allard (2012) conducted 

6 The specific terminological needs are not directly specified in Allard (2012).
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somewhat later included a more balanced division of freelance translators (56%) versus in-
house translators (44%) and shows a similar high adoption of TMS. We should note, however, 
that Allard’s (2012) survey was aimed particularly at CAT tool users. As CAT tools frequently 
offer built-in TMS systems, this might perhaps explain the high TMS user rate (86.4%) among 
the survey respondents in this case. Conversely, relying on translation memory (TM) segments 
while translating may perhaps appear to reduce the need to consult terminological databases 
in a translator who is working against the clock; this might reduce the perceived need to con-
sult a TMS as frequently as a translator might have done who did not rely on the TM segments 
offered by a CAT tool. This might perhaps explain the fairly low rate (58%) of TMS use in Za-
retskaya et al.’s more recent study (2015, 2018), when CAT tools had already become far more 
widespread than was the case around the turn of the century. Steurs & van der Lek-Ciudin’s 
(2016) recent survey, which includes a fair majority of freelance translators, but also other 
diverse profiles, however, shows a higher adoption of TMS (74%), but still a much lower rate 
than the 91% TMS adoption in Zielinski & Ramirez’ (2005) earlier study.7 A conclusion which 
may be suggested here is that somewhat more contextualized input for translators (i.e., in the 
form of TM segments) than that of more isolated terms may reduce the perceived need for ex-
plicit TMS consultation among professional translators. In our survey conducted in 2017-2018 
we found that translation is the most frequently executed task with CAT tools (79% of respon-
dents), followed by the import of translation memories (53%) and terminology management 
(52%) (cf. section 3).

3. The current situation among Belgian and Dutch translation professionals
3.1. Introduction to our survey, general findings and the CBTI-BKVT survey
By their very nature TM segments offer fairly limited context. Therefore, we also wanted to 
focus on specific aspects of the use of corpora as a translation resource (cf. section 3.4). In the 
current section we report on the findings of a small-scaled survey which we conducted on CAT 
tool use, terminology management and especially corpus use among translation professionals 
in Belgium and the Netherlands. Apart from general comparison in sections 3.1 and 3.2 with 
the previous surveys reviewed above we also added two additional specific points of interest 
in sections 3.3 and 3.4 to the findings provided by the earlier, reviewed surveys, viz., the use 
of CAT tools, terminology management systems and also corpora by job role, language combi-
nation and text domain. 
Our interest in the job role data was inspired by the approximative conclusions which were 
drawn on the basis of the reported proportions of freelance versus in-house translators in the 
reviewed surveys. On this point we hypothesized a higher adoption of these three types of 
translation aids among in-house translators (section 3.3). With respect to corpora we focussed 
on language combinations: as there is a longer tradition of corpus use for English and more 
English corpora have been available for English since the development of corpora and corpus 
linguistics our hypothesis was a higher adoption of the use of corpora by translators working 
with English in their language combination (section 3.4). Finally, we also considered the use 
of corpora in function of the translators’ main text domain in section 3.4, as we expected a 
possibly higher uptake of the use of corpora for more specialized text domains.
Between March 2017 and February 2018 we gathered 116 surveys in total.8 We received 101 
surveys for which all questions were answered. Our results are based on those 101 fully com-
7 Blancafort & Gornostay’s (2010) study was not added to the discussion here, as (i) their survey does not 

provide percentages for the different respondent profiles and (ii) it also included occupational profiles which 
assumedly use TMSs more frequently, such as terminologists, translator trainers and localization experts.

8 The initial goal was to collect between 100 and 200 fully completed surveys.
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pleted surveys. We first collected general profiling information, such as age group, main qual-
ifications, job role (freelance versus in-house translators), years of experience, language com-
bination and specialization (cf. Appendix 1 for the complete survey, containing 25 questions). 
Respondents were sought by contacting the Belgian Chamber of Translators and Interpreters 
(CBTI-BKVT) in 2017. Survey invitations were also e-mailed to translation agencies and free-
lance translators were located through the Yellow Pages (Belgium) and the website of the 
Vereniging van Vertaalbureaus in Nederland (VViN) (Netherlands Association of Translation 
Companies) and https://www.vertaalbureau-info.nl/azindex.php for the Netherlands. Calls for 
respondents were also launched on Facebook. 
In January 2018 the Belgian Chamber of Translators and Interpreters (CBTI-BKVT) opened a 
survey to its own members for a period of forty days throughout all regions of Belgium. The 
CBTI-BKVT survey mainly presents information on current translation rates and related aspects 
such as income and revenue. In addition, it also queried aspects such as workload satisfaction, 
etc. (CBTI-BKVT, 2018). This market-oriented survey collected 439 surveys, but not all respon-
dents filled out all questions, as there was no obligation to do so. Thus, the sample size varies 
for the different questions of the CBTI-BKVT survey. Apart from questions related to financial 
aspects some other questions overlap with our survey. Our survey focusses on the use of CAT 
tools and terminology management systems and adds the category of corpora as a transla-
tion aid. In addition, we collected separate data for the job roles of freelance translators and 
in-house translators, with the aim of comparing the potential impact of a translator’s direct 
professional environment on the use of these translation aids. 
Although it is difficult to compare the demographic set-up of the CBTI-BKVT survey and our 
survey in terms of respondents’ ages because of different age classifications in the survey 
questions, the CBTI-BKVT survey appears to report on a somewhat overall younger population 
than our survey, which includes fairly similar figures for all younger age groups, but a slightly 
larger group of respondents between 51 and 60 years of age (27%), who have over 20 years of 
experience. As in the CBTI-BKVT survey the largest group of our respondents have more than 
20 years of translator experience. The other respondents have similar experience profiles in 
both surveys, apart from a somewhat larger group of the least experienced in the CBTI-BKVT 
survey.
The largest group of respondents in our survey has a master degree in translation (41%); other 
qualification profiles in our survey are a master degree in languages (19%), but also a bache-
lor degrees in translation (17%), whereas the CBTI-respondents virtually all have master de-
gree, mostly in translation (70% of respondents). Like the CBTI-BKVT respondents most of our 
respondents work as freelance translators, with 77% and 64% respectively. English/Dutch is 
the most frequent language combination among our respondents (72%), followed by French/
Dutch (57%) and German/Dutch (35%). In this respect our survey, which included Dutch trans-
lation professionals as well, differs from the Belgian CBTI-BKVT survey, as our survey focussed 
on language combinations including Dutch, with French, English, German and Spanish in both 
translation directions.
For a consideration of the text domains and specializations we listed a number of domain 
options in our survey (cf. Table 6 below). The respondent group of freelance translators trans-
late legal texts most often (29.2%). The smaller respondent group of in-house translators also 
indicated legal texts as one of their main text types for translation (30.6%), together with ad-
ministrative texts (36.1%) (cf. Table 6). This is also one of the more frequent text types for the 
freelance translators (20%), together with texts related to health (18.4%), tourism (20%) and 
especially marketing (26.2%). The domains of health and tourism are not frequent among the 
in-house translators in our survey, however (both 5.6%). 
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None 
Administra-
tion Engineering Health Finance

Information 
Technologies Marketing Law Tourism

% of 
Freelance 
translators 12.3% 20.0% 13.8% 18.4% 12.3% 13.8% 26.2% 29.2% 20.0%
% of In-
house 
translators 30.6% 36.1% 13.9% 5.6% 19.4% 19.4% 13.9% 30.6% 5.6%

Table 6. Text domains: relative frequencies of freelance translators and in-house translators in the 
current 2017-2018 survey 

When we consider the absolute frequencies of the freelance respondents and the smaller 
group of in-house respondents of our survey (cf. Figure 1 below), law and administration again 
show up as overall dominant domains. The CBTI-BKVT survey lists domain options related to 
those in this paper’s survey, but based on a different a division and a different querying meth-
odology concerning text domains, so that a full comparison is not possible. But for the ques-
tion on the respondents’ first specialization, law is also the most frequent domain (respon-
dents’ first specialization (21%) in the CBTI-BKVT survey (p.14). Marketing was not frequently 
indicated as the CBTI-BKVT respondents’ first specialization.9

Figure 1. Text domains: absolute numbers of freelance translators and in-house translators in the 
current 2017-2018 survey 

In addition to the listed domain options respondents also frequently added other text types or 
general subjects, such as mobility and transport, gastronomy, technical, automotive, arts and 
also a small proportion for literary translation (5%).

9 Considerations on translation of marketing related texts as ‘transcreation’, a job role which differs from the 
traditional translator’s job role, would lead us beyond the scope of the current article.
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3.2. The use of CAT tools, terminology management systems and corpora in our survey 
(2017-2018): general findings and comparison with the CBTI-BKVT survey
We found that a vast majority of the respondents in our survey (80%) uses CAT tools. This is 
in line with previous surveys conducted in Europe (Picton et al., 2015) and worldwide (Allard, 
2012; Gough, 2011; Van den Bergh et al., 2015; Zaretskaya et al., 2015). This result is also in 
line with the 77% CAT tool use among 421 respondents in the Belgian CBTI-BKVT (2018) mar-
ket survey report, which includes three basic questions concerning the use of CAT tools among 
all translator profiles, summarized in three graphs (p. 30-31), viz., (i) “Do you use CAT tools […] 
or similar tools when translating?”, (ii) “Why don’t you use CAT tools” and (iii) Which CAT tools 
do you use?”10 (cf. below for comparison with our findings on the last two questions).
In our survey 82 out of 101 respondents indicated that they are specialized translators. The 
great majority of these specialized translators (64) also uses CAT tools, which corresponds to 
the finding that a high TM usage rate relates to (technical) translation specialization (Blanca-
fort & Gornostay, 2010, p. 5; Lagoudaki, 2006, p. 12).
Concerning the question which CAT tools professional translators use, SDL Trados has main-
tained a strong global position within the translation industry over the years. This is also shown 
by the fact that in our survey, in correspondence to the surveys previously discussed (Allard, 
2012; Blancafort & Gornostay, 2010; Lagoudaki, 2006; Van den Bergh et al., 2015), SDL Trados 
still ranks first (72%). MemoQ ranks second in our survey with 30%, reflecting the CBTI-BKVT 
(2018) findings (p. 31). Over half of the respondents of our survey received CAT tool training 
(56), many in the form of external training (34 respondents specifically referred to workshops, 
seminars, webinars, etc.; cf. Lagoudaki, 2006). Not surprisingly, translating is the most frequent 
activity with CAT tools (79% of respondents), followed by the import of translation memories 
(53%) and terminology management (52%). Of the 20 respondents who do not use CAT tools, 
9 state they do not need them (45%), possibly because of the domains they specialise in, e.g., 
literature, audiovisual translation, history and art. These are domains which are generally not 
characterized by repetition and are therefore less suitable for CAT tool use. However, 6 of the 
non-CAT tool users (30%) plan to use CAT tools in the future. 5 of those are less experienced 
translators (1-5 years of experience). These findings reflect the CBTI-BKVT findings, where 60% 
of those who do not use CAT tools indicated that they do not need them, but – more relevantly 
perhaps – as much as 26% also stated that they do not know how to use CAT tools. (p. 30). 
We can also assume that over the years a proportion of those translators who reported an 
intention to start using a CAT tool has actually done so, as the indication of such an intention 
(compared to actual use) was higher in past surveys (Lagoudaki, 2006) than in ours.
Concerning terminology management, 65% of the respondents make use of integrated or 
stand-alone terminology management systems mostly. As expected, based on the CAT tool 
results where SDL Trados appears to be most popular, SDL MultiTerm also ranks first for ter-
minology management (70%), in line with previous surveys (Allard, 2012; Steurs & van der 
Lek-Ciudin, 2016). When asked how respondents engaging in terminology management obtain 
terminology, they mostly indicate that they compile their own termbases or terminology lists 
based on source texts and their translations for future use (56%).
With 48 versus 53 respondents respectively the difference between corpus versus non-corpus 
use is much smaller than the difference between CAT tool versus non-CAT tool use (81 versus 
20). But, despite providing written definitions in the survey as well as in most of the e-mailed 
survey invitations to define what we considered to be a TM on the one hand and a corpus on 

10 The CBTI-BKVT (2018) survey next reports on the use of MTPE (machine translation post-editing (p. 31-32) 
among professional translators.
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the other, this distinction did create confusion for some of the respondents, as they stated 
they used TMs to build corpora.11 TMs provide matching content for segments from the source 
text which is to be translated. This content is harvested from segments in the TM; hence con-
text beyond the segments is not taken into account. In other words, TMs can be described as 
repositories of which all the sentences it contains are out of context (Bowker, 2006, p. 179). 
A corpus is a running text; hence relevant textual context beyond the sentence (or segment) 
is available. It must be added here that often corpus query systems allow the user to retrieve 
limited sections (a number of sentences). This context can sometimes be expanded. Overall, 
corpus use provides more context than TM use does (cf. Tatu, 2011; Bowker & Barlow, 2008). 
Due to the confusion stated above, the real number of corpus users may be lower than shown 
in our survey. 
When we compare how the findings from our survey for CAT tool use and corpus use differ 
from previous surveys, we see that Blancafort & Gornostay (2010) (who surveyed varied re-
spondent profiles but did not provide clear indications for the proportions of the respondent 
profiles in their survey) report findings very similar to ours, with 74% CAT tool use and 50% 
corpus use (cp. also 50% corpus use in Gallégo-Hernández [mainly multilingual], 2015 and 
41.8% MeLLange, 2006). Interestingly, however, the survey which has a high proportion of 
in-house translators (Picton et al., 2015) reports a very similar frequency of CAT tool usage 
(82%) compared to our findings, but a considerably higher frequency of corpus use (70%) than 
our finding for a respondent group with only 36% in-house translators. And Zaretskaya et al. 
(2015, 2018), whose main respondent profile is that of freelance translators (91%), report very 
low corpus use (15%) (in addition to a 76% CAT tool use, which is similar to the other findings 
reported here for CAT tool use). From this we might tentatively conclude that corpora, as the 
lesser known potential translation aid, finds easier adoption in the recent surveys among in-
house translators than freelance translators. This apparent conclusion was taken as the basis 
for a hypothesis along these lines tested for the data from our survey by dividing survey re-
sponses for both translator profiles, as will be discussed in section 3.3. 
Parallel corpora (source texts and their corresponding translations) are clearly the most pop-
ular corpus type (81%) among the respondents in our survey. 38% of the respondents also 
build their own corpora. However, nearly half of these do-it-yourself corpus compilers mention 
translation memories for corpus building. This indicates once more the blurred line between 
a translation memory as a feature of a CAT tool and a corpus. Other, genuine corpus building 
methods mentioned by our respondents are MemoQ and MultiTrans, which are CAT tools in-
corporating corpus building features (cf. infra). 53% of the non-corpus compilers indicate not 
being interested in building their own corpora. Finally, respondents who do not use corpora 
mainly do not do so because they are not familiar with them (28 out of 53). This confirms the 
findings of previous surveys on corpus use (MeLLANGE, 2006; Zaretskaya et al., 2015). 34 out 

11 The following succinct definitions of a corpus and different types of corpora were provided to the respondents 
in the survey text (cf. Appendix 1): “A corpus in this survey refers to a collection of written texts which is 
used for searching equivalent terms while translating. A corpus which contains original texts in one particular 
language is called a monolingual corpus. A corpus including collections of texts with similar content in 
different languages or language varieties (e.g., British English, American English, Australian English) is called 
a comparable corpus. A comparable corpus does not consist of original texts along with their corresponding 
translations (cp. parallel corpus). Therefore, the (linguistic) content is not influenced by translation processes. 
A parallel corpus consists of original texts in one particular language, along with their translations in a different 
language. Examples of parallel corpora on the web are Linguee and Reverso Context, which are ready-made 
corpora. However, translators can also compile their own corpora.”
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of the 53 non-users in our survey are also not planning on using corpora in the future. This 
shows once more that it is necessary to raise corpus awareness among translators (cf. also 
Frankenberg-Garcia, 2015). 

3.3. CAT tools, terminology management systems and corpora: A comparison of freelance 
and in-house translators’ work practice
In addition to the more general questions discussed in section 3.2, we also studied the use of 
CAT tools, terminology management systems and corpora in relation to job role on the basis 
of our survey data.
When we compare the use of the three types of translation aids in Figure 2 for Belgium and 
the Netherlands by freelance versus in-house translators in our survey, we see a considerably 
larger adoption of both CAT tool support and terminology management systems, with respec-
tively 13.5% and 10.7% higher uptake by in-house translators in our survey. However, contrary 
to the hypothesis formulated in section 2.2 that corpora find easier adoption as a translation 
aid among in-house translators than their freelance colleagues, based mainly on findings from 
Picton et al. (2015) and Zaretskaya et al. (2015, 2018) and their respective respondent profiles, 
the use of corpora is not only less popular than the use of CAT tools among our respondents, 
but also has very similar adoption in both job roles in our small scale survey: half of the in-
house translators and 46.2 % of the freelance translators stated that they use corpora to sup-
port their work. Assumedly, the fact that corpora are not integrated in the translation work-
flow systems, unlike CAT tools and terminology management systems, affects both categories 
of translators in a similar way.

Figure 2. Use of CAT tools, terminology management systems and corpora by Belgian and Dutch 
freelance and in-house translators in the current survey (2017-2018)

3.4. Use of corpora by language combination and types of corpora 
Apart from the general findings we especially wanted to consider the use of corpora as a 
translation aid for different language combinations, as we expected a higher uptake of the 
use of corpora by translators working with English in their language combination, in view of 
the longer and more extensive availability of English corpora compared to other languages 
(cf. section 2.1.2 with reference to MeLLANGE, 2006 and Frankenberg-Garcia, 2015). This hy-
pothesis is confirmed by the findings of our small-scale survey. We see a considerably higher 
uptake of corpora among both in-house and freelance translators for the language combina-
tion English/Dutch compared to all other language combinations in our survey (French/Dutch, 
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English/Dutch, German/Dutch, Spanish/Dutch and all the reverse combinations). Interestingly, 
however, this is not the case for Dutch to English translators in our survey, where many more 
respondents indicated that they do not use corpora (cf. Figure 3). 

  Freelance translators In-house translators

Figure 3. Corpus use per language combination in the current survey (2017-2018)

We also found a somewhat higher uptake of the use of corpora for translations from French 
into Dutch by both freelance and in-house translators than the other language pairs. But, as 
for English and Dutch, the opposite is clearly true for the reverse translation direction (cf. 
Figure 3). Whereas our respondents indicated that they used corpora clearly more often for 
English to Dutch translations, and somewhat more often for French to Dutch translations than 
for the other language pairs, corpora are not often used for translations from Dutch (probably 
most of our respondents’ mother tongue) into English or French in our survey. 
Let us now consider which types of corpora are used and compare with the MeLLANGE survey 
(2006) (cf. section 2.1.2), where most frequently monolingual corpora in the target language 
(25.9%) and in the source language (22.8%) were used. In terms of relative frequencies for the 
translation pairs English/Dutch and French/Dutch our respondents mostly indicated parallel 
corpora. This points to the traditional use of TMs, and as mentioned before, might perhaps 
overlap with it in respondents’ interpretation, despite the definitions of corpora provided in 
the survey. Parallel corpora appear to be used especially by the French/Dutch in-house trans-
lators (cf. Figure 4). This may be related to the two main official languages of Belgium, which 
has resulted in the availability of a wealth of (official) bilingual text materials. But we also see a 
higher percentage of the use of parallel corpora among the English/Dutch in-house translators 
compared to the English/Dutch freelance translators in Figure 4. Overall, the group of French/
Dutch in-house translators makes more frequent use of all types of corpora distinguished in 
our survey than their French/Dutch freelance colleagues (cf. Figure 4). The English/Dutch in-
house translators make more use of self-compiled, parallel and monolingual corpora in the 
target language, but the English/Dutch freelance translators make slightly more use of mono-
lingual corpora in the source language and comparable corpora.
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Figure 4. Type of corpus for freelance and in-house translators with language pairs English/Dutch and 
French/Dutch12

In order to assess the use of corpora as a translation resource in its own right, unrelated to 
the more traditional recourse to parallel corpora (incl. possibly ready-made corpora readily 
available on the internet such as Linguee and Reverso Context) and TMs, we also considered 
total frequencies excluding parallel and self-compiled corpora. The total relative frequencies 
for monolingual corpora in the source text and target text languages and comparable corpora 
amounts to approximately 42 % for both freelance and in-house English/Dutch translators, 
but drops to 26.5% and 34.7% for their French/Dutch freelance and in-house colleagues re-
spectively. When we consider recourse to self-compiled corpora the English/Dutch in-house 
translators clearly stand out (cf. Figure 4).
A comparison of the degree of corpus use by translated text domain in our survey did not yield 
any considerable differences, apart from a slightly higher figure of corpus use for legal texts by 
both freelance and in-house translators, and very similar proportions of use and non-use for 
administrative texts by in-house translators only.
Obviously, the small-scale survey can only point to possible tendencies in terms of the use 
of (i) corpora for different language pairs in a given language context (e.g., Belgium) and (ii) 
different types of corpora as translation resources. But it may point to some categories and 
distinctions worth investigating further, based on clear definitions of corpora and corpus types 
on the basis of larger data sets.

12 The frequencies are relative to the following totals: 47 English/Dutch freelance, 26 English/Dutch in-house, 
34 French/Dutch freelance and 23 French/Dutch in-house translators.
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4. The future: towards an integration of corpora in CAT tools?  
The survey results discussed earlier show that CAT tools and their TM component are very 
frequently used in current professional translation practice. The use of TMs entails both ad-
vantages and disadvantages. Bowker (2005, p. 15) and Leblanc (2013, p. 6) state that they im-
prove translation quality by increasing consistency. When several translators work on the same 
translation project, TMs can be shared, which has a positive influence on translation consisten-
cy for collaborative translation projects as well (Bowker, 2005, p. 15). However, the use of TMs 
does not always benefit translation quality. In some case TM output is based on different TMs 
provided by different translators; if the TM is not properly maintained this negatively impacts 
consistency. Moorkens’ (2012) study about TM quality also points to faulty TM maintenance 
as one of the causes of inconsistency. This confirms that TM translations are often inconsistent 
(Moorkens, 2012, p. 210). As translation quality depends on the content of the TM, poor qual-
ity TMs will also negatively impact overall translation quality. Translators may lose time they 
would have saved using a high quality TM when they need to correct translations generated by 
poor quality TM content. The fact that TMs do not typically store full running texts, but rather 
isolated segments without any context, contrary to corpora, may also negatively impact the 
quality of translations (Bowker, 2005, p. 15).13 In addition, quality issues may arise when the 
TM is no longer up-to-date due to changes in terminology, or a proposed translation might not 
fit the context (Bowker, 2005, p. 19). Another disadvantage is the time and effort needed to 
learn how to master a TM system (Fernández-Parra, 2010, p. 3; García, 2006, p. 98).
To address some of the drawbacks of TM translation, such as decreased consistency and de-
contextualization, corpora could be incorporated in translation practice. However, in order 
for corpus use and corpus compilation/search tools to become popular among professional 
translators they probably ought to be integrated in CAT tools (incl. TMs) and translators’ cur-
rent workflow. Such an integration, which has already taken place with regard to terminology 
management systems in CAT tools, requires interaction with web search engines in order “to 
search, retrieve and morphologically annotate corpora based on user specifications” (Bernar-
dini & Castagnoli, 2008, p. 52). Full and fuzzy matches would be searched automatically in gold 
standard TMs, while hypotheses could be tested and developed by “manual concordancing of 
comparable and parallel texts” (without any contribution from TMs) (Bernardini & Castagnoli, 
2008, p. 52).14,15 The integration of corpora and corpus features, such as concordancing (Bowk-
er & Barlow, 2008, p. 52; Tatu, 2011, p. 173) (finding a search word or pattern in context), into 
TMs leads to so-called hybrid tools (Bowker, 2004, p. 223; Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 20). In 
Table 7 we compiled information from Tatu (2011) and Bowker & Barlow (2008) to compare 
TMs and corpora / corpus features (such as bilingual concordancing); Table 7 also shows in 
which ways the implementation of corpora / corpus features in TMs can be beneficial.

13 SDL Trados provides a Context match function, however, where the previous/next segment is retained to flag 
matches as context match, so that the available context may be extended somewhat in this case.

14 Only in Lagoudaki’s earlier survey (2006), containing very diverse profiles, are specific occupations mentioned: 
translators use TMs most (39%), followed by project managers, reviewers and a small number of subtitlers 
(p. 12). For these last occupations no specific rates are provided.

15 A fuzzy match is a segment in the TM that approximately or partly matches the segment in a new source text 
(Bowker & Barlow, 2004, pp. 72-73).
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TMs Corpora / corpus features
Risk of misaligned segments: manual veri-
fication of segments necessary during the 
alignment process

Segments are not extracted from their sur-
rounding texts: the translator can still look 
at the text preceding or following the seg-
ments in question (no manual verification 
of segments needed)

Isolated sentences Possibility of seeing the larger context while 
translating

The matching principle is based on the num-
ber of characters

Matches can be found based on semantics

Matches are displayed according to their 
ranks (automated decision-making process)

The translator is free to choose the best 
translation option

Mostly automatic copying and pasting of 
fuzzy matches or term matches

Translating from scratch is sometimes faster 
than editing an already existing translation

Sentence updating Full text updating

Table 7. Comparison between TMs and corpora / corpus features

Alignment (linking source to target segments) is a crucial pre-processing step both in TMs and 
in (parallel) corpus querying. When using a TM, there is the risk “of ‘automatically’ retrieving 
misaligned segments” (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 10). If this occurs in a bilingual concordancer 
(a tool which is aimed at finding all the occurrences of a search word or pattern in a corpus) 
the translator can still look at the text preceding or following the segment in question, because 
a concordancer “does not extract the segment from its surrounding text”, contrary to a TM 
(Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 10). Therefore, manual verification is not necessary prior to using 
a concordancer and this in turn saves time (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 10).
As TMs store isolated sentences as translation units on the one hand, but context is an essen-
tial factor in translation on the other, implementing parallel corpora, including semi-automatic 
concordancing (cf. Bowker & Barlow, 2008), would allow translators to see the larger context. 
This is not possible when exclusively using a TM (Bowker, 2006, p. 179; Bowker & Barlow, 
2008, p. 10; Frérot, 2010; Leblanc, 2013, p. 7; Tatu, 2011, p. 174) as a TM could be described 
as a repository of which all the sentences it contains are out of context (Bowker, 2006, p. 179). 
The segmented approach of TMs also changes the relationship translators have with the text, 
as it renders translation into a decontextualized activity. Often this approach influences “the 
quality of the final product in terms of syntagmatic cohesion and idiomaticity” (Leblanc, 2013, 
p. 7). Furthermore, this approach impedes creativity (Leblanc, 2013, p. 7). 
With regard to matching, TM systems take into account similarity looking at the num-
ber of characters, leaving aside semantics (inflections, compounding, etc.). However, a 
parallel corpus and its concordancing tools will take this semantic dimension into account 
when proposing translation variants (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 13; Tatu, 2011, p. 176). 
Further, contrary to TM software, parallel corpora and their concordancing tools display all 
possible matches, which leaves translators free to choose the best option(s). In this way they 
are not subject to a rather automatic decision-making process, as TMs display matches accord-
ing to their ranks, and the highest-ranked match does not necessarily equal the best transla-
tion (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 11; Tatu, 2011, p. 177). This automatic decision-making pro-
cess makes translators lazy and passive, as TMs tend to be the only resource they consult or 
they just accept the TM suggestions without any questioning (Leblanc, 2013, p. 7).
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Furthermore, many TM systems “automatically copy and paste fuzzy matches or term matches 
directly into the target text” (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 11), but sometimes, typing a trans-
lation from scratch is faster than editing an automatically inserted segment from the TM. In 
this case the use of a bilingual concordance is more beneficial, as no text is automatically 
inserted in target documents, (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 11). However, shadowing sessions 
of translators showed that some translators rather avoid translating from scratch, using “the 
‘collage’ method, i.e., gathering translated sub-segments from the TM database and construct-
ing sentences around those sub-segments” (Leblanc, 2013, p. 8). It is unclear how this affects 
translation quality.
Reusability is often claimed to be the top advantage of TM systems. However, updating sen-
tences is likely to be more difficult and expensive than updating full texts, which is why a 
“more flexible, corpus-like approach” (Tatu, 2011, p. 178) should be adopted to the TM’s re-
cycling procedure (Bowker & Barlow, 2008, p. 16). Some CAT tools, such as MultiTrans and 
Logiterm, have tried to incorporate a feature allowing to see a larger context by generating bi-
texts (parallel corpora), which avoids the problem of decontextualized translation. This means 
that matches are linked to an entire document, instead of an isolated sentence (García, 2015, 
p. 72; Gow, 2003, p. 36). The aligned corpora generated in MultiTrans are fully accessible and 
can be searched while translating. Such a feature is mostly limited to parallel corpora at pres-
ent. In addition, terminology extraction from different other types of corpora is also possible 
(cf. Frérot, 2010; cf. also Heylen & De Hertog, 2015, on Automatic Term Extraction or ATE). SDL 
Trados also includes corpus-like features, e.g., “project reference documents, PerfectMatch 
technology, and AutoSuggest dictionaries” (Mellinger, 2014, p. 22). Project reference docu-
ments are stored with the SDL Trados project files. The translator can open, view and search 
them if required while preparing for his translation. PerfectMatch technology allows for com-
parison between source files and existing bilingual (previously translated) documents instead 
of comparing source files to TMs (Mellinger, 2014, p. 22). AutoSuggest dictionaries are created 
in SDL Trados based on the analysis of TMs. Suggestions are made to the translator at the 
sub-sentential level which he can either use or discard (Mellinger, 2014, p. 23), with the aim 
of identifying “repetitive phrases or turns of phrase that can improve the translator’s ability 
to produce a translation that is similar in style and tone to previously translated material” 
(Mellinger, 2014, p. 24). To our knowledge the only CAT tool thus far incorporating the use of 
bilingual as well as monolingual corpora during translation is MemoQ, through its Library™ 
technology.

5. Conclusions and further research
The suggestions and efforts established above with regard to the integration of corpora into 
CAT tools mostly concern aligned parallel and (to a lesser extent) comparable corpora (Bernar-
dini and Castagnoli, 2008; García, 2015; Tatu, 2011).16 However, Bowker (1998) showed that 
translation quality could also be improved by using specialized monolingual native-language 
(original) corpora, i.e., specialized corpora in one particular language written in the language 
of the native speaker. Corpora provide information other tools do not, particularly with regard 
to language use, which improves translation fluency (Loock, 2016, p. 2). With our survey data 
presented in Figure 4 (section 3.4) on freelance and in-house translators’ use of monolingual 
corpora in the source and target language for the language pairs English/Dutch and French/
Dutch we aimed to provide a starting point, displaying the use of this type of corpus as a 

16 Cf. also Cristal project (https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-00986391/file/Josselin-LerayEtAl_Euralex2014.
pdf) with reference to the integration of contexts automatically retrieved from comparable corpora into CAT 
Tools (cf. also Picton, Planas & Josselin-Leray, 2017). 

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01720847
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translation aid by our Belgian and Dutch respondents. To assess the effect of monolingual 
original corpora integrated into CAT tools a comparison of translations carried out with these 
monolingual original corpora and/or TMs is required, for instance with regard to coherence 
(context) and consistency. Such research into the integration of (monolingual) corpora and/
or corpus-based features into the current world leading CAT tool (SDL Trados) could now also 
be extended as SDL has fairly recently acquired Donnelly Language Solutions, responsible for 
the MultiTrans tool (SDL plc, 2018). In addition, SDL Trados provides Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) to build applications which can help to optimize translation processes. An 
example of such an application which could be useful with regard to the integration of corpora 
into CAT tools is Web Lookup for instant web searches in SDL Trados Studio (“Taking translation 
to the next level: How customers use SDL APIs and applications to overcome the challenges of 
today’s translation industry”, SDL plc, 2017, pp. 13-14).
The main findings of our survey in terms of our hypotheses can be summarized as follows. 
Based on approximative indications of corpus use in the European and global recent surveys 
reviewed in section 2 we expected a higher frequency of corpus use among in-house transla-
tors compared to freelance translators. In that respect we did find higher adoption of the two 
other translation aids discussed in this paper, viz., CAT tools and TMSs, among the in-house 
translators of our survey. The great majority of our respondents use a CAT tool, in line with 
the findings of the European and global surveys reviewed in section 2. But whereas especial-
ly in-house translators make most use of CAT tools in our survey, the frequencies are much 
more similar (and lower) for corpus use among both the freelance and in-house translators of 
our survey. Thus, for both translator profiles this may point to the need to integrate corpora 
better in their translation workflow systems and current tools, notably CAT tools. In addition, 
integrating corpus use in translation students’ curriculum, as illustrated well by Kübler et al. 
(2018), will probably lead to more corpus use among future translators. 
From our survey parallel corpora still appear to be the most popular corpus type among those 
who indicated corpus use, as expected. Nevertheless, comparable and monolingual corpora 
may also provide benefits to be pursued in translation practice.
Concerning language pairs and corpus use we hypothesized that translators working with En-
glish make more frequent use of corpora as a translation aid, in view of the longer tradition of 
corpora and corpus linguistics for English compared to other languages. This hypothesis was 
clearly confirmed by our data. 
We hope that the categorizations of our small-scale survey distinguished for the current paper 
may inspire further analysis based on larger datasets from greater respondent numbers, which 
might provide more conclusive evidence for the tentative conclusions which have been drawn 
here on the basis of our survey. 
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Appendix 1 : Complete Survey 
Survey: The use of CAT tools and corpora by professional translators 

Introduction […..] 
 
Definitions
What follows is a clarification of several terms used in the survey, in order to avoid ambiguity.

- CAT tool: A CAT (computer-assisted translation) tool supports the translation process through software. 
Usually a CAT tool consists of several components, such as a translation memory (TM) and a terminology 
management system. A translation memory is a database which stores source segments and their translated 
target segments. Translation memories can be created from scratch in the CAT tool itself or translation mem-
ories can be imported in your CAT tool to retrieve segments immediately. Using translation memories makes 
the translation process faster and more efficient. A few examples of CAT tools are SDL Trados, MemoQ and 
Wordfast.

- Terminology management: Terminology management in this survey refers to the collection, storage and 
retrieval of terms. Terminology management can be performed using standard tools such as Microsoft Word 
or Excel.  Specific terminology management systems are also available, which can be used stand-alone or 
can be integrated in a CAT tool. An example of a terminology management system is SDL MultiTerm, which 
can be integrated in SDL Trados.

- Termbase: A database containing terminology.

- Corpus: A corpus in this survey refers to a collection of written texts which is used for searching equivalent 
terms while translating. A corpus which contains original texts in one particular language is called a mono-
lingual corpus. A corpus including collections of texts with similar content in different languages or language 
varieties (e.g., British English, American English, Australian English) is called a comparable corpus. A compa-
rable corpus does not consist of original texts along with their corresponding translations (cp. parallel cor-
pus). Therefore, the (linguistic) content is not influenced by translation processes. A parallel corpus consists 
of original texts in one particular language, along with their translations in a different language. Examples 
of parallel corpora on the web are Linguee and Reverso Context, which are ready-made corpora. However, 
translators can also compile their own corpora. 

Part I: General Information 
 
Q1: What is your age group?
◦ 18-30 (A1) ◦ 31-40  (A2) ◦ 41-50  (A3) ◦51-60 (A4) ◦ 60+ (A5) 
 
Q2: What are your main qualifications? 
◦ Professional bachelor degree in Translation   
◦ Master degree in Translation 
◦ Master degree in Interpreting 
◦ Master degree in Languages (or equivalent) 
◦ Specialized courses, seminars, etc. 
◦ Other, please specify:
 
Q3: Which of the following best describes your job role? 
◦ In-house translator 
◦ Freelance translator 
 
Q4: How many years of translation experience do you have? 
◦ Less than 1 year   ◦ 1 - 5 years  ◦ 6 - 10 years   
◦ 11 - 15 years   ◦ 16 - 20 years  ◦ 20+ years
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Q5: Which language combination(s) do you work with?

From … Into …
◦ French ◦ Dutch (SQ001)
◦ English ◦ Dutch (SQ002)
◦ German ◦ Dutch (SQ003)
◦ Spanish ◦ Dutch (SQ004)
◦ Dutch ◦ French (SQ005)
◦ Dutch ◦ English (SQ006)
◦ Dutch ◦ German (SQ007)
◦ Dutch ◦ Spanish (SQ008)
◦ Other(s), please specify:

Q6: Which text domain(s) (if any) do you specialize in?
◦ I do not specialize in any domain. 
◦ Administration (SQ001)  
◦ Engineering (SQ002)   
◦ Health (SQ003)  
◦ Finance (SQ004)  
◦ Information Technologies (SQ005)   
◦ Marketing (SQ006) 
◦ Law (SQ007)  
◦ Tourism (SQ008)  
◦ Other(s), please specify:

Part II: CAT tools 
General use 

Q7: Do you use (a) CAT tool(s)? 
◦ Yes ◦ No
(if the answer is Yes, continue to Q8; if the answer is No, continue to Q12)
 
Q8: Which CAT tool(s) do you use? 
◦ Across (A1)      
◦ Alchemy CATALYST (A2)  
◦ DéjaVu (A3)  
◦ Lionbridge Translation Workspace (A4)  
◦ MateCat (A5)  
◦ MemoQ (A6)  
◦ MemSource (A7)  
◦ MultiTrans (A8)  
◦ Similis (A9)   
◦ Swordfish (A10)   
◦ SDL Trados (A11)  
◦ Transit (A12)  
◦ OmegaT (A13) 
◦ Wordbee (A14)   
◦ Wordfast (A15) 
◦ Other(s), please specify: 
 
Q9: Have you received any training on CAT tools? 
◦ Yes ◦ No
(if the answer is Yes, continue to Q10; if the answer is No, continue to Q11) 
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Q10: What kind of training on CAT tools did you receive? 
◦ Training course(s) at school (SQ001) 
◦ In-house training course(s) (SQ002) 
◦ External training through workshops, seminars, webinars, etc. (SQ003) 
◦ I am self-taught in the use of CAT tools and did not receive any training. (SQ004) 
◦ Other, please specify: (SQ005) 
 
Q11: Which of the following tasks do you perform with CAT tools?  
◦ Translation (SQ001)     
◦ Translation consistency check (SQ002)  
◦ Translation completeness check (SQ003) 
◦ Import of translation memories (SQ004)  
◦ Text analysis (e.g., for invoicing) (SQ005) 
◦ Terminology management (SQ006) 
◦ Terminology quality assessment (SQ007) 
◦ Other(s), please specify: (SQ008) 
 
Q12: Why do you not use CAT tools? 
◦ They are too expensive. 
◦ They are too complicated. 
◦ I feel I do not need them. 
◦ Other, please specify: 
 
Q13: Are you planning to use CAT tools in the future? 
◦ Yes ◦ No 
 
Terminology management 

Q14: Do you engage in terminology management? 
◦ Yes (A1) ◦ No (A2) 
(if the answer is No, continue to Part III: Corpora) 
 
Q15: Which resources do you use to manage terminology? 
◦ Microsoft Word (SQ001) 
◦ Microsoft Excel (SQ002) 
◦ Terminology management system (stand-alone or integrated in a CAT tool) (SQ003) 
◦ Other(s), please specify:
 
Q16: Which terminology management system(s) do you use? 
(only answer if Terminology management system was selected in Q15) 
◦ crossTerm (Across)  (SQ001)  
◦ qTerm (MemoQ)  
◦ SDL MultiTerm (Trados)  
◦ Star Termstar (Transit) 
◦ Other(s), please specify:
 
Q17: How do you mostly obtain terminology? 
(Only answer if Yes was selected in Q14) 
◦ I compile my own termbases/terminology lists based on source texts and their translations for future use. (A1) 
◦ I obtain terminology from clients which I use when doing translations for them. 
◦ I obtain terminology from other resources (the Internet, literature, etc.) which I then use to fill out a term-
base/terminology list.  
◦ Other, please specify: 
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Part III: Corpora 

Q18: Do you use corpora in translation? 
◦ Yes (A1) 
◦ No (A2) 
(if the answer is Yes, continue to Q19; if the answer is No, continue to Q22)
 

Q19: What kind of corpora do you use? Select all that apply. 
◦ Monolingual corpora in the source language 
◦ Monolingual corpora in the target language 
◦ Comparable corpora 
◦ Parallel corpora  
 
Q20: Do you build your own corpora for translation? 
◦ Yes (A1) 
◦ No (A2) 
(if the answer is Yes, continue to Any additional remarks, if the answer is No, continue to Q21) 
 
Q21: How do you build your corpora, e.g., which tools do you use for corpus building? 
 
Q22: Would you be interested in building your own corpora for translation? 
◦ No (A1) 
◦ Yes, please provide your e-mail address: _____________________ 
 
Q23: Why do you not use corpora? 
◦ I am not familiar with them. (A1) 
◦ They are too time-consuming to compile. (A2) 
◦ I feel I do not need them. (A3) 
◦ Other, please specify: 
 
Q24: Are you planning to use corpora in the future? 
◦ No (A1)  
◦ Yes. Please provide your e-mail address: _____________________ 

Part IV: Miscellaneous 

Q25: Any additional remarks: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q26: Please provide your e-mail address if you are interested in receiving the results of this survey.
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